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HISTORY

Awards honor professor,
reward deserving students
By Beeki Bell
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Three San Jose State University history students have been chosen to
receive this year’s Mildred (jenny
Winters Endowment Fund graduate
scholarships. The awards are the fit st
to be presented in the name of
Winters, who left a sizable portion of
her estate to the university after her
death two years ago. Winters was an
emerita professor in the history
department at S)SU.
The three students selected to
receive the $1,000 scholarships are
Lillian Duck, Man Kinnamoni md
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Jeffrey Hardin. All three are graduate
students in the history department of
SIR!.
gelrnli
"Professor
Winters’
bequest has made it possible for us
reward the accomplishnreiir’ iitill ee
of our outstanding gradua,e studerirs
said history department n han min !Bruce Reynolds. "In the I i111111g
the annual awards will tounnualh
.’sj Y,1 and
remind Is id. her (ley( iiii
our della: fluent."
Though only three students were
able to receive the award this year,
Reynolds said that he hopes the
department will offer five scholarships
in following years. The funds are
retrieved from the interest on Winters’
bequest, and since the fund has been
in place less than a year, there was not
enough accumulated interest to support all five awaids.
In addition to the scholarships
themselves, the Mildred Gentry
Winters Endowment Fund was also
established to help purchase library
resources for the history department.
The first use we’re making is we are
buying microfiche copies of the
morgue files of the San Jose Mercury
See History, Page 4

Olinder residents discuss anti-crime program

Vice President Gore
visits neighborhood
By Jeffrey Niese

66

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Vice President Al C ri toid, a walk
down 18th Street M,,nday beffite he
attended an Olinder Neighborhood
Association meeting, where he discussed with residents how to fix problems in the community.
Selma
Olinder
Gore
visited
University Elementary School to talk
about the success of the Weed and Seed
program, a program started in San Jose
which is now used nationally as a model
for reducing crime.
Gore said because of this new program, "instead of people being afraid
of criminals, criminals will be afraid of
people."
Cesar Gonzala", a resident of 18th
Street for 2 1/2 years said, "I don’t
know how bad it was before we moved
in, but I feel comfortable now."
Gore walked down both sidewalks of
18th Street talking with San Jose Police
officers Manny ’asquez, about Weed
and Seed, and Bryant Washington,
about Cops Ahead. ( ;ore also met with
San Jose Mallot Susan Hammer and
U.S. Rep. Zoe I.ofgren.
Andrew Jac ks or, a resident of 20th
Street said this is a great opportunity
to see the vice presifor the control
dent. "It shows sriuilnnnrt coming from a
high level of govet !intent."
Gore said Monday was important
because President Clinton was in
Florida officially announcing a strategy
against illegal drugs. "The plan is
aimed at amphetamines, what some
people call ice drugs. We need to get
(drugs) out of schools and off the
streets."
Because of the federally-funded Cops
Ahead program, the Sin) was able to
hire 31 more officers It works when

It shows support coming
from a high level of
government.
Andrew Jackson
20th Street resident
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police get extra help, with more officers and better laws," Gore said.
Gore said the Weed and Seed
approach brings closer contact with the
community and the police who protect
them.
Philip Reynolds, president of the
Olinder Neighborhood Association,
said there used to be major drug selling
in the area of 24th Street, but because
of the crackdown from city and police
it has changed.
Tim Shalland, SJPD deputy police
chief, said that through the Weed and
Seed program, the SJPD weeds out the
had elements in a neighborhood then
Shaver, neighborhood serlets Her
vices direr tot, put in the seeds for the
community
Shaver said the SJPD has done an
excellent I,h. "The isilice conic in and
got rid of the bad guys."
Shalland said, "We come into a
neighborhood and ask them, ’What do
you want us to do?’ They set the time
scale and we do it.
Vasquei said the corner of 24th and
East Williams streets used to be an
open market lot (hugs Ii von drive
down it uxia. ’s a 41104’11111 world," he
said.
See Gore, Page 4
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Former Spartans quarterback Brent Evans, right, and former
teammate Scott Reese walk in the warehouse at the
Christopher Ranch in Gilroy Saturday evening where a benefit
was held to raise funds to help Evans with his rehabilitation

Dancers kick off celebration
By Dustin Sheken
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The week-long (mnr iiiin Ma), testivities kicked oft Monday in the Student
Union Amphitheater with a speech
from Felix Alvarez, director of the
Teatro de los Pobres. Alter the speech,
a group of Aztec dancers perffirmed in
front of the crowd of nearly 50 onlookers.
Alvarez began his speech by discussing his roots as an activist for the
Latino community. As the director of
the Teatro de los Pobres, an artistic
organization dedicated to Chicano cul-

tore, he is now primarily fighting the
alcohol industry’s manipulatirm of the
Latino community.
He spoke of growing up in a racially
separatist society in southern Texas,
before mining to Califfirnia where he
worked in the garlic and orange fields.
"It was working in the fields that I
began to understand the plight of our
people," Alvarez said. "I was IR nig the
plight and I knew I had to do something abinut it."
Now 45 years old, Alvan./ became a
part of the Chicano int ,%ertient when
he was 16. During his I itching struggle
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See Celebration, Page 4
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Community aids Evans in rehabilitation effort
lictictit dance and silent auction
s,itiirtla% to help raise money. The $15
tee admitted hundreds of people, and
At the age of 25, most recent cidlege
di ’nations of anctionable iterns came
iris critional
grachiates worry about
tffini all (INV’ the nation.
issues: finding a job, paying lot strident
-I he thing that I’m most touched about
loans and managing their sin iii liVeS arc
is the unbelievable camaraderie of the
ordinal% etton erns. iiandling I ishy mcdroar lies and the people involved in this."
ic.nl /Ills Anil struggling tin ough lengthy
Ire An1.1 College football trainer Itoe
pffisit nI t,’h.ttitlri,ntinnn is lately Inn the list
thenom said "The big names ill athiettit posi-gracluation hunt hits.
Dave Obviator I( llase lean% et illle artnind."
For tootle’ tootball plyyet mid Nut lose
neAtod cautige football trAiner
SDI it -Ng Dallies- include Brent 1, ,no’s.
g1.11111,1II RICHT l’.1114,
Slit,
stese Ni mug. tern Rice and Villiain
(lint I s11114. ii 1 101,, di 11141,11,1Si 11.1\ (4
CNC! \ mentof I he Piet’s. as Well
Elt,vd
be( ii1114’ .411 "111111,11N 14.111 id ill, Hit Si,
he, or the t Ineago BUM’S. Plascl from
bIlls 111.11 it«. /1111)41Ily
1141%1’
lip’ rat Lel, anti the i.li Ms Alm, titillated itellIS such as
the
stit It sit,.
autograpliet I liii it’ails. retsey..11141 }111111t1S.
.i type of binnin intuit tn known as
Situ n’
.1111 firm’ held during
FIR’ Dellis Welt’ a pall
h,,tits has
"benign ependNitiottia" Ill the late MI111111,1
Satin dav’s benefit dam e Iii addit,,,n ci dt,/ens of sports-related
CalMid .1 *di
id I
enduied twit Se11.11.11C suulgel
souvenirs, the alltil,nru Asti
services smith .is accounting
11 I his lite-iliterietung 4 ontlition. Nom’ Eyclis
IlletitS 10 help
and pi lilting, eler nom( s. food ,11111 hIlle baskets and a set of
and his twill% ail’ sit tigglunt tn pa% the t’SlitilSeS01 his ordeal.
of the rehabili- weightlifting ben( lies and tat ks Interested people made bids on
lit ati ill iii in deli’, die tist ot the
e,,, ,
numbers and monetary
tIn’ items t, si
tation that sill help tyarts I CI1.1111 itr,nris it I hernnnt,nt skills dam
See Character, Page 4
aged as a result of his in, litti itt. the EIrus Lund\ and friends held
By Becki Bell

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Week of festivities begins

ins

and medical expenses. Evans is undergoing treatment and
rehabilitation for a brain tumor found last fall. Last Wednesday
he also had successful eye surgery to correct double vision in
his right eye, a complication from brain surgery.
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The thing that I’m most
touched about is the unbelievable
camaraderie of the coaches and
the people involved in this.
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Gates’ wife gives birth

Planning the future

Facing the chaileng

Bill Gates has a new product:
Baby 96, Melinda French Gates,
the wife of Microsoft’s chairman, gave birth Friday to an 8pound, 6-ounce girl at a hospital. Mother and baby are were
reported doing well.
Page 3

Educators came together
to discuss a new program
designed to prevent drug
and substance abuse in
school-age children
through physical exercise
and stress management.
Page 6

On Wednesday,, May I,
Society of
Journalist* win
forum for the dicussion of
the &nod= related to
controversial isms* such
as the Riverside
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OPINION

Tuesday, April 30, 1996

I give up;
liberal is the
way to go
faithttil readers, I have some news which
MyITIA), COIlle AS a shock to sonic of you, but 1
can no longer defend myself against the
constant daily assault to my character, my beliefs
and my writings. I am weary. There is only one
thing I can
do.
I
have
succumbed.
I
have
(
decided to
become
a
liberal.
How
could 1 have
ever
believed that in such a bastion of liberal ideology, a
lone conservative could possibly remain unaffected
by the constant barrage of elementary hard-core
facts which so obviously refute the conservative
platform?
"Say it ain’t so Ken, say it ain’t so," you cry.
It is true. From this moment on. I am endorsing
Bill Clinton and all Democratic congressional candidates. And from this moment on I will consult
with my true inner feelings when 1 want to garner
an opinion about anything.
The first thing I am going to need is a pair of
Birkenstock sandals. No liberal worth his salt
would be caught walking the halls of SJSU without
them. I figure this is a throwback to the 1960s
"Hell no, we won’t go" generation.
But more important than attire is attitude. 1
won’t let any facts which contradict my already preconceived opinions get in the way. 1 have already
discovered how much easier it is when I use my
feelings and emotions to draw a conclusion on any
issue rather than facts and logic. I can have an
opinion on anything and no one can tell me I am
wrong because only I know how I feel.
For example, just last week a six-year-old boy and
his two eight-year-old friends kicked and clubbed
one-month-old Ignacio Bermudez to near death in
Richmond, Calif. All for the sake of stealing a tricycle. As a cold-hearted conservative, I would have
wanted these three hoodlums removed from society, or at least the six-year-old who had apparently
done the actual beating. My empathy would have
been with the infant and his family. I would have
said that despite the age of the defendant, he is
dangerous and should not be released from jail.
But now as a liberal I understand there is another side to the story. A side I never saw as an uncaring conservative. Now in any situation, I will question who the real victim is.
It is obvious that society is to blame for the
actions of the the six-year-old. How could this
youngster possibly know right from wrong? Clearly,
there must have been some problems at home for
this young boy and the only way he could express
his anger was through violence. His parents are to
blame. Unless, of course, he comes from a poor,
one-parent family. Then it is the fault of the evil
Republicans in Congress who want to cut welfare.
I can finally defend the president. "Those darn
Republicans. How can they keep pressing on this
Whitewater thing when there is absolutely no evidence showing any wrongdoing on the part of Bill
Clinton? Oh sure, nearly anyone remotely involved
in the sayings and loan industry which helped the
Clinton campaign in Arkansas when Bill (I can call
him "Bill" now) was governor has been indicted on
criminal charges or has testified under a grand
jury probe, but I don’t see the connection."
If any Republican stands up in class and even
tries to defend conservativism, I will pull out some
of the old liberal standbys. "Oh yeah, well in the
1980s, the rich got richer and the poor got poorer." He will probably try to answer me with some
obsolete facts and figures showing how all classes
benefited under Ronald Reagan. Like how
between 1983 and 1989 Congressional Budget
Office figures show that the poorest 20 percent of
the population as well as the richest 20 percent,
watched their incomes rise 12 percent. I’ll just
laugh and chant "Voodoo economics man, it’s
voodoo economics." Then he will try to tell me
that after the Reagan tax cuts, income tax revenues
nearly doubled.
I will have to quickly change the subject and try
to confuse him. "Conservatives want to destroy the
planet. man. Get out of my bedroom with your
moralistic, Christian principles. You guys are
homophobes and racists and Nazis. You want guns
so you can kill people, man. So what if you can’t
defend your home and property. You only earned
your money on the backs of the poor." There is no
way he could recover from those arguments.
As a liberal, I will no longer have to count on
myself to care for me and my family. That burden
now falls on the government. They owe me. I want
my health care from cradle to grave. I want a
house because selfish rich people have them. I
want a job but greedy corporations are always
downsizing so they can make more money for
themselves. I want my share of the pie.
I wonder if it’s too late to change my major so I
can become a social worker?
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Segregation is no longer mandated by law;
instead, it is mandated by economic division
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By Becki Bell

law; instead, it
is mandated by
economic division.
Even where poverty is not
a factor, racial division often
occurs simply because of attitudes. Whites may choose not to
live in mostly minority neighborhoods, and minorities may make
the same decisions based on what
feels most comfortable. For many
people, it feels most comfortable
to be a part of a community of ethnically-similar people. This selfsegregation is apparent even in
racially diverse communities such
as SJSU, where social groups tend
to consist primarily of members of
the same race.
Looking back on the events
between the Plessy vs. Ferguson
years and those following Brown vs.
the Board of Education, it is still not
easy to come to a conclusion about
where we have been and what we
have accomplished. It is definitely a
positive step to declare that the "separate but equal" concept that divided
our nation so thoroughly is in fact an
unconstitutional oxymoron, but it is a step
that was taken more than four decades ago.
It is time to take a second step.
The current state of segregation in our
society, however, cannot be resolved with
Supreme Court decisions. The problems are too
internal to be attacked by the theories and declarations that preside over constitutional issues. We can say
that separate but equal is unconstitutional, but simply
saying so has not ended the segregation of our country.
During his long, mostly ignorant diatribe in favor of
the Messy vs. Ferguson decisionjustice Henry B. Brown did
manage to write a few words of truth. "If the two races are
to meet on terms of social equality," he said, "it must be the
result of... a mutual appreciation of each other’s merits."
The solution to the racial division of this nation can
probably be found within those words. Mutual appreciation
will only be achieved when there is finally an end to ignorance and fear on the part of all races. An end to ignorance
and fear will help to eliminate the poverty that chokes so
many minority communities. Only then will we be a truly
color-blind nation.

merica is fond of
anniversaries. It seems
that every day we mark
the annual passage of some
event.
From
George
Washington’s birthday to the
Oklahoma City bombing,
there always seems to be
something to remember.
On May 18, this country
will mark the 100th anniversary of Plessy vs. Ferguson,
the Supreme Court ruling
that declared that "separate
but equal" principles "do not
necessarily imply the inferiority of either race." Inversely,
May 17 will mark the 42nd
anniversary of Brown vs. the
Board
of Education,
the
Supreme Court decision declaring that "separate educational
facilities are inherently unequal."
Yet despite these landmark
words marking an end to more
than 50 years of legal discrimination this country has made little
real progress in desegregation, particularly in the public school system,
where one-third of all black students
attend schools that are 90 to 100 percent
minority-populated. The problem with
desegregation, it seems, is that the law can
not dictate the structure of society. Segregation
may no longer be legal, but poverty is. There is no
prohibition on fear and no law against ignorance.
The problems that have placed involuntary segregation
into the norms of this society didn’t change simply
because the Supreme Court passed a law.
During the years immediately following Brown vs. the
Board of Education, the courts tried to undo decades of
injustice by busing black students into white neighborhoods, an effort that was ill-fated from its conception.
The black children who were supposed to benefit from
this new system instead found themselves in an uncomfortable and often frightening situation; they were sent
miles from their homes to schools where they were not
welcome.
Today, expensive and exhausting "busing" programs
are being abandoned. Inner-city poverty has helped to
create public school systems catenng to mostly minority
communities, while white middle-class children attend
middle-class public schools. Segregation is no longer mandated by
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Daily Calendar
Today
Ballroom Dance Club
Beginning Rumba lesson, and
open dancing.
9:30p.m. Event Center,
Aerobics room. Call 924-SPIN.
Black Alliance of
Scientists and Engineers
Study night. 7p.m.-10p.m.
Sweeney Hall, rm. 314.
Call 924-8026.
Building Social Support
C;eneral therapy group.
I 2:30p.m.-2p.m. Administration Bldg., rm. 201.
Call 924-5910.
Bulwer-Lytton English Club
Meeting, with entertainment
and refreshments. 3p.m-4p.m.
Faculty Offices, rm. 104.
Call 436-7471.
Career Center
Co-op orientation. I:30p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rrn.
Call 924-6033.
Catholic Campus tdinistry
Mass. Noon. John XXII
Center, 195 E. San Fernando
St. Call 938-1610.
Cheuio Hispanic*
’Meeting and tutoring, with
oonvasations in Spanish.
2p.m.- Span. Student Union,
Comet/ Chambers.
’Cali 732-8024.
Dean of Continuing Educadon
AtelecOon Committee
;Evaluation of candidate Aileen
;Deutsch. 1:30c-tnOsp.m
Instnictional
leenter, rm. 3084Lunch.
Vocirt University Club.).
IC419142400.

Department of Nutrition
& Food Science
Measuring percentage of body
fat ($5 for students, faculty,
staff). Noon-2p.in. Central
Classroom Bldg., rm. 103.
Call 924-3110.

Women’s Resource Center
Open in, ,wg I 1.1.m. \ \ .arien’s Resource
12:30p
CenterV 1. .
isti a
Bldg.,
.11924-6500
nn. 217

Wednesday
Asian Student Support Group
Meeting. 2:30p.m.-4p.m.
Adrninistratitin Bldg.,
mi. 201. Call 924-5910.
Associated Students:
Board of Directors
Meeting. 3p.ni. Student
UniotiA.S. Council
Chambers. Call 924-ti240.

KSJS (90.5 FM)
meeting for the
campus radio station.
5:30p.m. Hugh Gillis Hall,
rm. 118. Call 924-4547.

BulwerLytton English Club
Meeting with entertaiiiment
and iefreshments. 12:30p.m
Faculty Offices, rm. 104.
Call 436-7471.

Library Donations and
Sales Unit
Book Sale (donations welcome).10 am.-2p.m.
Wahlquist library, rm. 408
and Clark Library, lobby.
Call 924-2705.

Campus Democrats
Meeting. 4p.m. Student
Union, Minitalvo nn.
Call 364-1243.

Staff

Okinawan Shorin Ryti
Karate Club
Workout. 4p.m.-5p.in
Spartan Complex West.
rm. 202. Call W4-8759.
SAPP’s Botany Club
Slide show and presentation,
by Toni Gareth, endangered plant specialist. 1:30p.m.
t)une
Hall, rm. 344.
Call (415) 948-9018.
School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibits.
1 lam.-4p,m, (reception
6pan.-8p.m.) Art Building.
Call 9244330.
School of Art & Design
Presentation by the
Design facul 5p.m.6p.m. An Bldg.. rm. 133.
Coll 9244328.
Society of Women Engineers
Meeting and elections for
1996-19)7 seasam. 12:30p.m.1:30p.m. Engineering Bldg.,
rm. 335. Call 965-4879.

Performs’ 8214
stinindi.
Mumlor
Its multiniedia capabilities will
show riti whv the Mac’s use
of the most ;idvanced com put
ers And with built, in
drive. muse. keyboard and
the software mull used, it
...$1k1....itscr.aeiliiitzlakes it easier to bring
ecP,
vour work M life

Check It
Out At The
Spartan Bookstore

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. 12tioon. Johii XXII
Center, 195 E. San Fernando St. Call 938-1610.
Concert Choir
Choir needs tenors and altos.
9a.m.-10:30a.m.
Music Bldg., Choral Activities
office. Call 924-4332.
Department of Nutrition
& Food Science
Measuring percentage of body
fat ($5 for students, factdty,
staff). 3:15p.m.-4:45p.m.
Central Classroom Bldg., rm.
103. Call 924-3110.

Liberal Studies Society
Member ’s Night, with pizza
and socializing. 6:30p.m.8p.m. Student Union,
Guadalupe 1-111. Call 297-8944.
Library Donations and
Sales Unit
Book sale (donations
welcome). loam.-2p.m.
Wahlquist library, rm. 40t4
and Clark Library, lobby.
Call 9242705.
Meteorology Seminar Series
(alIlillar by speaker George
Perry. 11:45a.m.-12:45p.m.
Duncan Hall, rm. 615.
Call 924-5200.
Ohana 0’ Hawaii
Meeting 7p.m. Student
Union, Pacheco rm.
Call 9248945.
Phi Alpha Theta
(History Honors Society)
Lecture, "Juana Huelgista,about Latina women on strike
in Watsonville fiom 1985-1987,
by Lillian E. Duck. 3:30p.m.
Dudley Moorhead Hall, rm.
166. Call (415) 327-6402.
ReEntry Advisory
Program (REAP)
Brown -bag lunch and endof-year social. Noon-1:30pan.
Student Union, Pacheco rm.
Call 924-5950,
ReEntry Advisory
Program (REAP)
Drop-by advising,. 5p.m.7p.m. Student Union,
lobby. Call 924-5950.
School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibit
1 la.m.-4p.m. Art Building.
Call 924-4330.

French Club
Showing of film "Jo Cage Aux
Folks." with English subtitles
(free admission). 7p.m.
MacQuarrir Hall, rm. 315.
2834)753.

Student
for TechIcal?detlornattunication
Meeting, ’The Worldwide
Web." 7p.m.-8pin. Clark
Library, rm. 511.
Call (510) 713.7575.

Health Science
Undergraduate Student
Assocon
List meeting of semester.
rie
2;30p.m.-3:30p.m.
985-cr.
Hall, rm. 422. Gall Ma

Theatre Arts / Drama
Department
"The Grapes of Wrath " 7p.m.
Hugh Gillis Hall, Hal Todd
Theatre. Coll 9244551.

Pewereseir i1141111

PEOPLE
Microsoft baby for Windows
It’s a girl: Gates 1.1 unveiled
\
\I, Bill Gates has a Ileis pioduct:
Bain’ 96.
Melinda French Gates, the
wife of Microsoft’s chairman,
gave birth Friday to an 8-pound,
6-ounce girl at a hospital. Mother
and the baby, named Jennifer
Katherine, were reported doing
well.
"They’re home," Microsoft
spokesman Dean Katz said
Monday. "Everybody’s fine."
It’s the first child for the
Gateses, who were married on
New Year’s Day 1994 on the
Hawaiian island of Lanai.
Gates, 40, is one of the world’s
richest men, worth an estimated
$14.8 billion. His 31 -year -old wife
has worked at the sot tucr c company since 1987.

Petty summer film music
BEVERLY 1111.1S (Al’) - loon
Petty has turned his musical ear
to the movies, writing the score
for an upcoming romantic comedy.
The rocker’s music will be featured in this summer’s "She’s the
One." The movie is directed by
and stars Edward Burns, who
made his directorial debut last
year
with
"The
Brothers
McMullen In addition to the score, Petty
has written six songs that will be
used in the movie. A Warner
Bros. soundtrack album will be
released early this summer, said
Lindsay Law, president of Fox
Searc h light Pict tires.

""}""’"

"

ii ’t be able to MK Ii pc, ple the
way I do today, the 52-vear-old
singer said in a telephone interview Friday from his office in Hal
Harbour, Fla.
After the crash, Iglesias awoke
from a weeklong coma to find
himself paralyzed. A doctor’s
assistant gave him a guitar to
coax fingers that refused to
move, and the rest is history.
"I did something to survive. I
started playing music," he said.
"Without that guitar, I would not
be here."
Iglesias, who returns to Las
Vegas this week to play Caesars
Palace, has sold more than 200
million albums.

Royal diamond in the rough
LONDON (AP) - Admirers
of queen Elizabeth II and Prince
Philip are already making big
plans to honor the one royal
marriage that has lasted.
The 70-year-old queen and 74
year-old prince celebrate their
50th anniversary on Nov. 20,
1997.
They will be honored in July
1997 at The Royal Pageant of
The Horse.
the
privately
financed spectacle at .Ascot
Racecourse near Windsor Castle
will feature 1,000 horses and the
ornate, royal Gold State Coach.
No exact date has been set.
Three of Elizabeth arid
Phillips four children - Anne,
Charles and Andrew - are
either divorced or about to be
divorced. Edward is unmarried.

Miss America marriage on

Pele Iglesias?
LAS VEGAS (AP) - Julio
Iglesias was almost a soccer player.
At age 19, he had a contract
with the Real Madrid soccer
team and dreamed of becoming
a professional goalie. Then a car
accident nearly ended his life and gave birth to his musical
career.

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) After a few counseling sessions,
Heather Whitestone’s wedding is
back on.
Earlier this month the 1994
Miss America said sh had decided to postpone her June wedding
to John McCallum, a former aide
to
House
Speaker
Newt
Gingrich. Now they’ve reconsidered and set a date: June 8.

Hey, you. Yeah you. Down here. I’m talking to you.
I know what you’re thinking. It’s a talking ant. Well, get
over it. ’Cause I got a beef to grind. All I’ve been hearing about
lately is how powerful Macintosh computers are. The power of
multimedia. The power of easy Internet access. The power
of cross-platform compatibility. And on top of that, Apple is
practically giving all that power away with their incredibly
low campus prices. Well, you know what I say? Power
is being able to lift 12 times your own body weight,
pal. See that leaf over there? I’m gonna
go bench press it.
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Now’s a great time to pack a Mac:
411,4

Best price on Apple Computers for San Jose students!
Apply for Apple Loan, call 1/800-APPLE-IAN
For all ’our computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 924-1809
l’rices subject to change without

notice. Sec

store for details.

Limited

availability on certain products.
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Gore
From page 1
The federally-funded Weed and
Seed program’ has convicted 819
defendants in its almost two years
of operation.88 defendants
have been sent to prison, 1,290
felony drug crimes charged and
256 violent crimes charged.
Felicity Cordeiro, 15, said there
is still a need for more pi ograms.
"The people are talking about
funding little programs for little
kids, and the problems are from
the teenagers, she said.
Cordeiro, who used to take part
in a Weed and Seed program for
teen-agers before it got discontinued, said a lot of her friendsresort
to gangs when they don’t have
anything better to do after school.
"We IleCd a plan for (teenagers) to have things to do,"
Cordeiro said.
Gore said, "Many times parents
and others make the mistake;
when these people get older, they
are on their own." He said there
needs to be constructive programs
for adolescents.
Cordeiro said most kids ditch
school because it is no fun. "They
need someone to talk to, if they
don’t get help, gangs look tempting to them.
-Gore said, 1 heard about the
success of community policing
officers that can be effective.
About positive effects, I heard
requests from people who can see
the direction we need to go in. 1
will
take
the
message
to
Washington;
Mayor
Susan
Hammer will amplify the message."

Lope Eujan, an instructor at
the (Minder cont lllll
center,
said just a t ouple of weeks :Igo a
14-year-old got lulled in the area.
1 see kids going in different dire( nuns."
here is more that needs to be
done, i.1011 said.
Cot deiro said, "(Gore) gave a
lot of people inspiration. People
think someone up there actually
cares to conic di Asti here."
"I think people love it."
Lujan said, 1 hope (Core) takes
the message back to Washington."

46
I heard about the
success of community
policing officers that can
be effective. About positive
effects, I heard requests
from people who can see
the direction we need to
go in. I will take the
message to Washington;
Mayor Susan Hammer will
amplify the message.A1 Gore
U.S. vice president Vice President Al Gore shakes the hand of Beau, 10, while walking
through the neighborhood of 18th Street near William Street. Manny
Vasquez and Bryant Washington, both San Jose Police officers

1’1 II ) I 0 BY R. W BRADFORDSEkil FAN DAILY
involved in special programs aimed at working closely with neighborhoods to eradicate drugs and crime, accompany Gore who is interested in San Jose’s anti-crime programs.

Character: Former Spartan quarterback works to overcome brain tumor
From page 1
otitis 011 .1 sign-up sheet next to the
objects they wanted to purchase.
The benefit also featured the live music
of two oldies bands: Big Bop and the
Choppers and Sha-Boom. Band members
included ex-coaches and instructors from
around Santa Clara Valley, all of whom
donated their time to the event.
In attendance were Evans’ former teammates, friends and family, coaches and
other members of the football community
as well as concerned citizens from all over
Santa Clara County.
"I feel real fortunate that my parents
have a lot of close friends," said Evans,
who attended the benefit even though he
was still recovering from last Wednesday’s
optical surgery aimed at correcting a wandering left eye. Evans now wears a patch
over that eye, and doctors say he will have
to undergo periodic surgery on his optical
muscles to progressively correct the eyetracking problem.
Despite seven difficult months of rehabilitation, Evans is c beer fill eVell when

01.11 It’d III )11‘. diagno[trailing du
sis. Shortly after graduating from SJSU in
1995, Evans was settling in to a new job
with the city of Gilroy where he worked
with the elderly. Then, after returning
from a run in early August of the same
year, he noticed an unsteadiness in his left
leg. For the next two weeks, that unsteadiness progressively worsened.
1 started having symptoms of loss of
strength and numbness. Evans said. "My
face started going numb on me and the
left side of my face started sagging ... 1
didn’t know what to think at first ... as
soon as my face started getting numb
that’s when we started to get worried."
A visit to the doctor and an MR1
revealed that Evans had a grape-sized
tumor attached to his brain stem. Because
the tumor’s location threatened Evans’
autonomic nervous system, doctors recommended inunediate surgery.
Four dalts later, Stanford Medial
Center surgeons attempted to remove the
tumor but were successful in extracting
only one-fifth of it. Subsequent radiation
treatments, however, were able to attack

" the prttgnosis is that he’ll just have to
have MRIs every six months ... because
this type of tumor can reoccur," Mrs.
Evans said.
Mrs. Evans added that benign ependymoma is a tumor that often occurs in
young children, but that her son could
have been affected by it for many years
before showing any symptoms of its presence.
Bonnie Evans
Today, Evans spends a substantial
mother amount of time exercising and improving
coordination and muscle control. He has
had to relearn such simple actions as
the problem in a different way.
walking and gripping a football.
Evans’ mother, Bonnie Evans, said that
"The rehabilitation will probably take
her son’s treatment seems to have been quite a while," Evans’ uncle Herk Evans
trying
effective. "So far, it appears they have said. "It takes a lot of working out
arrested the growth of the tumor, and to get his motor skills back .... He’s learnthat’s what they were hoping to do," she ing how to drive again. He should be drisaid. Although the tumor has not gotten ving by this summer."
Evans, who holds an SJSU degree in
any smaller, it is also not growing.
According to his doctors, the current no- recreational leisure studies with a minor in
growth state of Evans’ tumor shows favor- business said that he is looking forward to
able progress, but he will have to spend returning to a life similar to the one he
the remainder of his life keeping careful was leading before his illness. He hopes to
track of the tumor’s condition.
continue working for the city of Gilroy

He’s just getting used to his
new ’normal’ life. He just has to
live with this and find a way not
to be fearful of it and attack it.

500 X-mtreme Fun
College Incentive
Plus, 2 Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care
Available to all College Students:
If you’re a college student with the ambition to pursue X-treme fun, you can receive a $500 Certificate
good toward the purchase or lease of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota.3
Plus 2-Year Free -Ride Toyota Auto Care’ tihich includes 24 hour Roadside Assistance,
Oil Changes & Inspections. Eligible college graduates also get added incentives including No Money
Down financing or a Lease with No Security Deposit required.’
But don’t wait...this limited offer ends September 30. 1996!
Call our toll -free number or visit our web site today to obtain your tree $500 X-treme Fun College
Incentive Certificate.

CANIRY

From page 1
R,1nolds said, adding that
the files will be sorted by category
rather than date, which will help
students quickly locate information about events that occurred in
the Santa Clara Valley during the
first half of the 20th century.
"It will be a very good resource
for doing local history research,"
he said.
Library resources purchased
with money from the Mildred
Gentry Winters Endowment Fund
will focus primarily on California
history.
Kinnamont, a Fremont local,
said he is honored to receive the
award, especially since his competition had such impressive creden-

TERCEL

Find your

Beyond the elementary
in Toyota qualify.

Sporty yet pragmatic
performance

Dean’s List for youthful
function 8 styling.
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dais.
The award, said Kinnamont, was
based on grade point average and
faculty recommendations. "I had
two fine advisers write letters of
recommendation for me," he said.
"We had to write an essay as well."
Kinnamont spoke highly of the
other winners, especially Duck.
"She’s a superwoman," he said.
"She’s done so much ... she’s a
very fine student and very active in
history as well."
Kinnamont, whose educational
concentration is in Colonial and
19th century United States history
said he’s not sure where he is
going to take his degree, but his
interest in history goes beyond a
simple quest for employment.

If you are heal I hi’, lion -smoking
and between the ages 12-65,
you may qualify to participate
in a research study using an
investigational asthma or
allergy medication. You will
receive financial compensation
for you time and effort.
Qualified participants could
earn up to $800
Alksgy & Asthma
Ass( aiates of Santa Clara
Valley, Inc. Research Center
-tt’t Slot /Tat k
Since 3. San josr
Call

,11

l -800-7 I-.\ 1 1 I \ I \
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History doesn’t open
up a lot of doors to you.
It’s the labor of love and
insanity.
Matt Kinnamont
award recipient

99
"History doesn’t open up a lot
of doors to you," he said, "but I
took the degree because I love history. It’s the labor of love and
insanity."

Celebration
From page

1
for equality, he met Cesar Chavez,
the late leader of the United Farm
Workers of America, who taught
him to work for the equality and
good of the whole community
instead of focusing on individualistic goals.
Because his appearance was in
conjunction with Cinco de Mayo.
Alvarez spoke of the true origins

TAKE A BREATHER
ASTHMA AND ALLERGY
SUFFERERS

1 -800 -GO -TOYOTA

Details
The Brent Evans Trust can be reached at
(800) 269-7969.

History: Reward for ’labor of love’

Choose from a wide selection of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota
models including...
COROLLA

and become a football coach. He is also
planning to get married in August.
’He’s just getting used to his new ’normal’ life.," Bonnie Evans said. "He just has
to live with this and find a way not to be
fearful of it and attack it."
Though he still walks somewhat awkwardly, friends and family have little doubt
that Evans has already found the tenacity
and fearlessness necessary to complete the
rehabilitation process.
The last seven months have taken a
heavy toll on the ordinary parts of his life
but observers say his sense of determination seems undaunted by what is expected
to be a long recovery period.
"It’s been hard," Evans said. "If I could
turn this all around and be normal 1
would, but that’s not the way it is ... I just
take it day by day."

skit , Ilousing Services
Residence Halls are avail:1bl(
Summer Session/Intem
Housing from
May 25- Aug. 17
We offer you:
- short term I lousing I %yawn,
*1 ’on% enient location
\ili,rduihie Raw.
( lean. Sale.l.riendl% en% tronm,,,t
I obtain a summet session intent
license packet. please call SJSI
,11 lees at 11408)924-5100 tw
,ffiet, located
o the round Min
.10e West I tall.
476 So 9th Si.
( in campus

of the day.
"Cinco de Mayo is one of the
most offensive celebrations we
could possibly celebrate," Alvarez
said. "Porfirio Diaz made this holiday so people could worship him
ass hero."
Alvarez elaborated on this issue
by explaining that Diaz, who was
the president of Mexico during
the late 19th century and first
decade of this century, was all
instrumental participant in the
historic Battle of Puebla. Diaz created Chico de Mayo as a holiday to
honor his personal glories, Alvarez
said.
The alcohol industry Alvarez
constantly fights is also responsible
for the continuing celebration of
this questionable holiday, according to Alvarez. This industry perpetuates many of the evils in the
Latino community, he said.
"The alcohol industry uses this
as another day to sell our people
booze," he said. ’The only reason
they care about us is to make
money."
Following the presentation by
Alvarez, four Aztec dancers,
adorned in ceremonial outfits
with elaborate feathered headpieces arid intricate shelled jewelry, performed for the crowd. The
drumming could be heard all over
campus as the rhythmic tones
echoed out of the sunken confines of the amphitheater.
This event was sponsored by
Gamma Zeta Alpha fraternity.
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Workshop to teach diversity
kty IteN ki
Spa!

66

DLh Statt %Met

Iliti Sth I, .111 often talked-about issue at San
mate I. IN risky, but it is frequently theot ie. al id «incepts that occupy the majority of
rat el elated conversations. On Wednesday, May
1, the Society of Professional journalists (S11)
will present a forum for the discussion of the
emotions related to controversial issues such as
the Riverside beatings. immigration and the
(
Rights Initiative.
The diversity workshop will be moderated by
Bob Rucker, associate professor of journalism
and mass communications and radio and television news sequence coordinator, and will feature a showing of Lee Mun Wah’s criticallypraised "The Color of Fear." The film is a
documentary that follows the conversations of a
small group ot men representing different
racial groups.
*What I try to do is simply use it as an icebreaker," Rucker said. "What I’ve found after
using this for two or three years is that once
people feel that they’re in a safe environment
and they can exchange ideas freely, most peo-

It makes you feel more
comfortable about bringing to
your lips those feelings and
experiences about racism in you
life.
Bob Rucker
associate professor of journalism and maws
communications

99
ple are (IN tog to talk, and my job is to cultivate
that energy"
Rocker said the film often provokes deep
and varying emotions among viewers. "Some
people cry, some people get really fired-up,
sonic people have this look on their face like
’what’s the big deal.’" he said.
The real value of the film, Rucker said, is that
it encourages communication about an issue

that is often difficult for pet iple to talk about.
"If people are open-minded. it pushes their
buttons," he said. ’It makes you feel more comfortable about bringing to your lips those feelings and experiences about racism in your life."
SPj adviser Dave Grey said that San Jose State
University has a real need for a forum that will
encourage people to discuss their feelings
about issues of diversity. "I’ve seen the film," he
said. "I think it’s almost mandatory... we need
to make it as available as possible."
Julie Galva’s, SPj president said she agrees,
adding that even though the university has
already hosted a Color of Fear workshop, it is a
film that does not lose its value. "This was something that SPj was planning last semester," she
said, "and it was our feeling that you can do this
kind of thing 10 times a semester and it still
wouldn’t be enough."
Rucker said the forum following the movie
will provide a safe environment for people to
discuss the film and the issues raised within it.
"We’re not going to solve the world’s race problems," he said, "but we’re never going to make
any positive steps forward until we learn to talk
openly and listen to others."

Educators meet
to prevent abuse
ties and stress management are unique
to PSAPE.
Educators canie
"Substance
together
last
abuse
is a major
Thursday to discuss a
health
problem,"
isew
program
Conry.
said
designed to prevent
"American use is the
drug and substance
the
highest
in
abuse in school age
world."
children
through
The program is
physical exercise and
targeting elementary
stress management.
schools,
middle
The program is
schools,
high
called Preventative
and
colleges.
schools
Substance
Abuse
"(The
college.
Through
Physical
program) offers parEducation (PSAPE)
ents a chance tel
and is part of the
enhance
their
symposium
series
Barbara Conry
knowledge,"
said
called
Teaching,
SJSU professor
Kathy
Reed,
all
Research
and
Independence High
Technology.
School teacher.
"The sessions are
Independence
an opportunity to
High School is the
share what they are
model
site
for
doing ... and discuss
where they are headed for the PSAPE. The program is teaching
future," said Leticia McCart, drug education and awareness.
director of sponsored programs This includes identifying drugs
and faculty development at and their effects. The program
also teaches living skills, physical
SjSU
The PSAPE program involves activity and exercise and stress
four major treatment compo- management.
"One of the strengths (of the
nents: physical activity, stress
management, life skills and sub- program) is that it has estabstance abuse education and lished an exceptional network
with ties to the community," said
AIDS awareness.
PSAPE coordinators said they Conry.
LeAnn Mitchell, a health edubelieve exercise and physical
activity represent a vital compo- cator in the Santa Clara Unified
nent for enhancing students’ School District, works with tobacself-esteem
and
promoting co and alcohol prevention prohealthy lifestyles. Studies cited in grams. She came to the conferthe presentation showed physi- ence to learn about new
cal exercise improves mood substance abuse programs.
"(I want) to extend our prostates, self-concept and selfesteem. Barbara Conry, a profes- grams and see if they have anysor in the department of human thing exciting to say," Mitchell
performance, said physical activi- said.
By Paul Eiser

Simian Daily Staff Wriger
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One of the
strengths (of
the program)
is that it has
established an
exceptional
network with
ties to the
community.
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Israel, U.S. team up for defense system
%% AM LIM I
1.\1’)
lie
United States is expanding cooperation with Israel on missile
defense, promising to provide
more intelligence warnings of
enemy launches and stepping up
development of a new laser
weapon to shoot down rockets.
Recalling the terror of unprovoked Iraqi missile attacks on
Israel during the 1991 Persian
Gulf War, President Clinton vowed
Sunday night that with U.S. help
in building the Arrow anti-missile
system, Israel’s children "will never
again face that fear."
"Israel will have not only the
advantage it needs today, but will

be able to dcfcat tlu cats til tomorrow," Clinton said in an enthusiastically received speech to the
American-Israel Public Affairs
Committee or A1PAC. the main
pro-Israel lobbying group.
The president noted that earlier
Sunday, Israeli Prime Minister
Shimon Peres and Defense
Secretary William Perry signed
agreements to bolster Israel’s
future missile defenses, both with
advanced anti-missile systems and
more reliable launch warnings.
Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole, Clinton s almost certain rival
for the presidency in next
November’s elections, endorsed

the aelitunisti alum pronitscs Alt!
a 30-minute meeting N. itli Peres
today in Dole’s (a(e. Dole’s
spokesman said the senator told
Peres he "strongh believes there
should be coopel anon on missile
defense."
Peres said at a news conference
today that one new aspect of the
U.S.-Israel security arrangement
will be the dispatch of American
technicians to enforce Middle East
peace accords. U.S. technicians
were included in a five-nation
force announced last Friday to
monitor
all
understanding
between Israel and Lebanon protecting civilians of the two coun-

ti lus front ( os.s-b(n (lei
rocket
attacks.
Peres likened the use of
American technicians to the
Multinational
and
Force
Observers, policing border areas
of Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula since
Israel’s occupying force withdrew
in 1981, which includes U.S. soldiers and forces from several other
countries.
For other peacekeeping chores,
Peres said, "We won’t ask for
American soldiers, but maybe for
technicians."
Other nations will be welcome
as well, he said.

Subway gunman Goetz files for bankruptcy
) 1( IRK (AP) Bernhard
(.((rti
tiled
for
bankruptcy
Monday, six days after being hit
with a $43 million judgment for
shooting a teen-ager on a subway
train in 1984.
The emergency petition under
Chapter 7 of federal bankruptcy
laws will delay any collection of his
assets at least until june 25, when a
bankruptcy trustee can hold a
meeting of Goetz’s creditors.
Goetz’s lawyer. Damn Hoffman,

said his client is worth about
$2.000. He said the bankruptcy
petition makes it impossible for
anybody to force Goetz to pay any
debts without permission from the
baiikruptcy judge.
Hoffman said that should
Goetz’s financial situation change
he will still be liable for his debts.
"It prevents ... a sheriff or marshal and New York state coming in
and just simply ransacking Bernie’s
house, having a public auction out

on the street, doing anything that’s
basically unpredictable," Hoffman
said.
Goetz has said he won’t appeal
the Bronx jury’s decision in the
lawsuit case brought against him
by Darrell Cabey. one of four black
youths Goetz shot on a subway car.
Cabey, now 30, was left paralyzed
and brain-damaged.
Goetz, who is white, said he
thought they wanted to mug him.
Though Cabey won the case. it

appears to be a symbolic victory.
Goetz, a self-emp)oyed engineer,
has earned little since he was
acquitted in 1987 of major criminal charges in the shooting.
Goetz said in an interview with
the New York Post that he’ll let the
verdict stand and won’t appeal so
that New York can become "the
laughingstock of the world.
"It’s the perfect thing to follow
the O.J. verdict," Goetz said. "It’s a
dumb-and-dumber legal system
that this country has now."

Ftwee

"America Is
On Wheels.
henry ford

Thanks to mass production, wheels
make the world go round. If you’re a
member of The Golden I Credit
Union, you can get on the fast track
ti I your new or used car, truck, or van
loan, because we have three ways to
help you cross the finish line a winner.
Ref( ire you go shopping, you can
arrange flit- pre-appnwe Inn-percent
auto financing at our San Jose Office
or am (Itilden I oft is near ye u, You’ll
usually get an answer to your loan
request in t ine hour or ICSS. With -.1
pre -approved auto loan, you can shop
like a cash buyerable tel bargain ftw
the best price and to take advantage
of any factory-offered cash rebates or
incentives.

And in cooperation with most
auto dealerships, The Golden I now
offers Credit Union Direct Lending.
If you want to put the pedal to the
metal, you can apply for a loan while
at the dealership and get a resp,,iise
request in minutes. Lot
to your It
for our logo or ask your salesperson
about Credit Union Direct Lending.
If you prefer to apply by phone,
the loan application process is simple
and speedy. Just call Phone-A-Loan at
1.800-241 -LOAN. As a Golden I
member, you’ll usually get a response
to your request in minutes if you call
during business hours. So get on the
fast track by calling Phone-A-Loan
straight awiv!

Find your
horoscope
every
Thursday in
Etc.
Dart of your
Spartan Daily
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Clinton releases oil reserves
(.\1’)
Pre’side’nt
Clinton expressed concern about
rapidly rising gasoline prices
Monday and ordered the Energy
Department to pump up the
nation’s fuel supplies.
The president authorized the
"orderly sales" of about 12 million
barrels of oil from the nation’s
strategic petroleum reserves. Such
a move was authorized by
Congress last week as part of an
overall appropriations bill. By
increasing supplies, such a move
might drive down prices.
Sets. Bob Dole, Clinton’s probable challenger in the presidential
election, said, "I’m glad he’s finally
concerned about gas prices. I’m
glad we finally got his attention."
Dole said President Bush had
released 18 million barrels of oil
from the strategic petroleum
reserve during the Persian Gulf
War and it "had a marginal impact
on prices."

Gasoline prices jumped 5 cents
per gallon in the past two weeks.
The average price of gasoline
nationwide, including all grades
and taxes, was $1.36 a gallon as of
Friday, according to the Lundberg
Survey of 10,000 gasoline stations.
That compares with $1.31 on April
12 and was 14 cents higher than a
year earlier, Lundberg said.
Further, Clinton said he was asking Energy Secretary Hazel
01..eary to review market circumstances and report within 45 days
"about the factors that led to the
run-up in prices." He asked her to
evaluate the expected market
prices for the remainder of the
peak summer driving season.
Clinton issued his order during
a speechmaking and fund-raising
trip to Miami. The American
Petroleum Institute, the trade association of U.S. oil companies,
reacted negatively.

Limited Time Only!
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San Jose Office
GM,CPEDIT UNION

100 Park Center 11.1Z,I, !"tithe 101
Mon.-Fri., 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
1-800-448-8181

ART(ARVED
, ,
Graduation Delivery

(pen io all California state
islemhership in Ii,>,’,1(101 I c(ri I
employees. faculty. staff. antl student .,t it, t nisersm of California and
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Kings shoot to win playoff series

Sacramento focuses on
proving they’re for real
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
The Sacramento Kings finally
made it to the playoffs for the first
time in a decade. Then they broke
a 10-game postseason losing streak
that stretched back to 1981.
But the club that lost 11 straight
in the middle of this season, and is
the only team in the NBA playoffs
with a losing regular-season
record, still feels it has proven
nothing.
Even a stunning 90-81 win
Sunday night at Seattle, squaring
the first-round series heading into
Game 3 tonight in Sacramento,
means little by itself.
"We’ve got to win this series. We
want to show people we belong
here, we want to show teams
around the league," Kings center
Olden Polynice said. "They might
think we got in because Denver
had a bad year or Golden State
blew it, but we got here because we
busted our butts
especially after
we lost 16 of 17."
The Kings are trying to become
only the second No. 8 seed to win
a playoff series since the NBA went

to a 16-team playoff format in
1984.
The only successful No. 8 seed
was Denver, which shocked the
SuperSonics two seasons ago.
Seattle also lost in the first round
last year, and Sunday’s defeat
immediately revived questions
about the Smiles’ postseason blahs.
"There is a pretty sick feeling in
everybody’s stomach," Seattle
coach George Karl said. "We have
given them life. The odds are
we’re due to play a good game."
A big reason for Sacramento’s
win in Game 2 was a 45-28
rebounding advantage, despite the
return of Shawn Kemp to the
Seattle lineup after a one-game
suspension.
But Polynice, who has led the
Kings in rebounds in each of the
first two games, was limping badly
Monday ’because of a bruised right
thigh. He watched film with his
teammates for an hour and a half,
but headed for the training room
when the Kings took the floor for a
short practice.
"Trying to put pressure on the

leg hurts,- id Polynice, injured in
Game 2 %% hill he collided with
Seattle’s Nate McMillan while
jostling for a rebound. "It’s just
real sore and real stiff right now."
Polynice, who had several hours
of electric stimulation on the thigh
Monday, vowed to play tonight. He
has not missed a game due to
injury since joining the Kings in
February 1994.
While Seattle is trying to ignore
its past playoff collapses, the Kings
are trying not to get caught up in
the excitement of their fans
who mobbed the airport Sunday
night to welcome back the team.
"There was just a thunderous
ovation for everybody. I don’t
know if anyone will ever forget
that," Kings coach Garry St. Jean
said with a raspy, tired voice. "All
of us who have been here for some
time know what these fans have
gone through in terms of disappointment."
Mitch Richmond, who scored 37
points in Game 2 and helped hold
a foul-troubled Gary Payton to 10
points, said such enthusiasm is

gleam
but will have little impact
On the game.
"Home-court advantage don’t
mean anything in the elayoffs, but
it’s nice to be at home, Richmond
said.
The Stinks, who won 97-85 in
Game 1 on Friday, swept their fourgame
season
series against
Sacramento and have not lost consecutive games since November.
"No one’s panicking," Seattle
guard Hersey Hawkins said. "It’s a
long time since we’ve lost two
games in a row. Now is not the
time to do it again. They were
tougher than us in Game 2, but we
know what we did wrong."
Polynice, who yelled to Sonics
fans after Caine 2 that the series
would not return to Seattle, repeated that prediction on Monday
saying one of the teams will win
both games in Sacramento to wrap
up the series.
"Game 2 was the game we knew
we could get," Polynice said. "This
game Tuesday is the pivotal game,
it will swing the series."

Olajuwon confident Rockets will win
HOUSTON (Al’) Hakeem
Olajuwon has no unfinished business for the Houston Rockets
other than the task at hand of
eliminating the Los Angeles
Ulcers from the NBA playoffs.
thought
teammates
Some
Olajuwon might be inspired for
tonight’s Game 3 of their firstround NBA series because he
fouled out with 10 minutes left in
Saturday’s loss to the Takers.
Not so.
"That’s why it’s a best-of-5 game
series," Olajuwon said. "If this

were college, we’d be finished
now. The unfinished business now
is the ball is in our court. We came
back home 1-1. It could have been
worse."
The Lakers gave Olajuwon plenty of chances to get into foul trouble on Saturday, but Olajuwon isn’t
concerned.
"1 don’t think how they play me,
I think what I can do to create
more
problems for
them,"
)1,tiliwori said.
Rockets teammate Mario Elie
thinks Olajuwon’s fourth-quarter

absence in Game 2 will give him a
boost.
"That’s why you’re going to see
him on fire," Elie said. "%Then you
have a star like Hakeem sitting
down half the game, he’s going to
come back with a huge game."
Coach Rudy Tomjanosich never
worries about Olajuwon’s intensity.
"Hakeem always plays hard,"
Tomjanovich said. "Dream is a very
intense competitor. If that didn’t
happened (fouling out), I’d still
expect him to give it all he’s got."
Game 4 is scheduled Thursday

at The Summit, and a fifth game
would return to Inglewood, Calif.,
on Saturday.
The Lakers won Game 2 with
Magic Johnson taking a more
active role than he did in
Houston’s series-opening victory
Johnson appears to also be
beginning to feel more comfortable with his current teammates.
"We (former Lakers teammates)
feared no one and we knew what
we could do," Johnsmi said.
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NBA tattoo?
Rodman with
$5,000 fine
DEERFIELD, Ill. (AP)
Once again, the Worm is turning into a playoff distraction.
Dennis Rodman, whose
erratic behavior, selfishness
and bickering with referees
contributed
to
the
San
Antonio Spurs’ postsrason failure last year, was fined $5,000
by the NBA on Monday for
making an obscene gesture at
a referee in the Chicago Bulls’
playoff game the night before.
Rodman was ejected from
the 106-75 victory over the
Miami Heat, and Bulls coach
Phil Jackson is concerned
about his moody, mercurial
forward.
"Denais and I had a little
talk," Jackson said Monday.
"Urn not comfortable with
Dennis’ mental standpoint. Ile
felt like he was picked out and
made an example of. It was a
physical game, but Dennis carried it too far.
"We tried to tell him that
after the whistle blows, contact
stops. I think Dennis understands. How he’s going to play
is another statement."
The Bulls will try to complete a three-game sweep of
their opening-round series
Wednesday at Miami.
Rodman declined comment
Monday. But on his television
show tile previous night, the
"Worm" repeated what has
been his standard line of
defense all season: NBA referees are out to get him.
Rodman was assessed his secand the
ond technical foul
automatic ejection that goes

LONDON
NON-STOP

THE STUDENT MIND DURING A FINAL EXAM.

$279*

at the
with it for slapping
ball hut hitting Miami’s Alonzo
Mourning with 3:01 left in the
third quarter. The whistle had
blown several seconds earlier
because of a foul on Chicago’s
Ron Harper.
Rodman stormed off the
court, took off his shirt to give
to a fan (as is his custom) and
crossed his arms in an obscene
gesture toward referee Bill
Oakes.
It was just the latest in a
series of incidents involving
%simian, whir tied for the NBA
lead with 29 technical fouls this
season and served a six-game
suspension for head-butting a
referee during a March 16
game.
problems,
Despite
his
Rodman won his fifth consecutive rebounding tide, averaging
14.9 a game, and helped the
Bulls to an NBA-record 72
wins. He has been popular
partly for his
with the fans
colorful hair and tattoos, partly
for his high-energy work ethic.
In two playoff games, however, Rodman hasn’t helped the
Bulls at all. He has three technicals and is averaging only 7.5
rebounds. And he hasn’t started in the postseason because
Jackson fears Rodman will be
baited into confrontations.
San Antonio had the
league’s best record last year
but lost to Houston in the playoffs. Rodman got much of the
blame, causing distractions by
missing practices, removing his
shoes on the bench and refusing to join team huddles.

STUDENT
TRAVEL
$500

London

Amsterdam
Paris
Madrid
Athens
Costa Rica

$288*
$380*
$389*
$449*
$249*

Paris
Rome

510
,418
743

Geneva

732

Tokyo
Sydney,

598
935

Athens

www.sta-travel.corn

Council

408-295-8886

http://vnvw.clee.orgrcts,ctshome.htm

EURAILPASSES

415-391-8407
51 Grant Avenue
San Francisco, CA
94108
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ISSUED ON-THE -SPOT!

No Other Job Has These Perks!
\\
GREAT AMERICA

AVAILABLEPOSITIONS
IMMEDIATELY

Paramount’s Great America is now hiring positions
which will enhance your resume and give you the best
job perks around’ After all, we’re the ultimate 1111111
employer and these are not your normal robs We offer
valuable work experience, free management training, lots
of responsibility, free park admission, private ride times
and many positions with bonuses Apply today’
Positions open now
Food Service Supers isor
Resale Training Supervisor
Park Operations Training Supervisor
0
0
Security Officer
Electronics Helper
0
Customer Service Rep
Information Center Specialist
Cash Control Section Manager/Supervisor
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Don’t hove a lot of time, but want in on all the
fun? CONCERT USHERS are needed now!
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BECAUSE YOUR BRAIN DOESN’l HAVE WHEELS.
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Apply in person at 2401 Agnos Road Santa [ma.
%%LYRE (MTN I’VERVDAV MondaN I rid.. 9 an,
to 7pm . %wawa.. I an’ 5o5p m JUST WALK IN
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Clenching for something

Results
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Men’s Golf
Spartans are in second
place behind University
of Nevada Las Vegas
after two round of play
at the BWC Championships at Fort Ord.
SJSU is 22 points behind
UNLV with a total of 599
points to the Rebels
579.
iN golfer
Anon
SdCand
pkre 0#0,

two rounds c7t
the AWC
?"vtcb
wIth
SCUrNS

of 68

and 72

Baseball
Spartans lose a crucial
series to UCSB by being
swept 6-5, 18-7, 18-11
this weekend.
See Baseball story on pages

Schedule
For .41ml 29.A/av 3
Men’s Golf
SJSU hosts 27th annual
BWC Championships
Tuesday at Fort Ord,
Calif.
Baseball
SJSU takes on Long
Beach State Friday,
Saturday and Sunday
at Muni Stadium at 7
p.m., and 1 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
&Alban
SJSU takes on Pacific
University at Twin
Creeks Complex at 1
p.m., Saturday.

Update
The SJSU badminton
team is 8-0 and rolling
along.
The Spartans have
worked their way to the
California
Northern
Intercollegiate
Badminton League title.
They have beaten
Hayward State, 9-2,
Solano College. 11-0,
UC Davis, 6-5, and San
Luis Obispo, 11-0, in the
1996 season.

Spartan Daily Staff Report
Spartan quarterback
Dan
O’Dell and wide
receiver Carlos
Bryant connected
on a 37-yard
touchdown pass
play with nine
minutes
and
- seven seconds left in the fourth
quarter as the Blue team defeated
the White team. 14-13. in SJSU’s
annual spring football game at
Spartan Stadium.
This spring football game was
an in tra-squad contest consisting
of the Blue, second team offense
and first team defense, against the
White, first team offense and second team defense.
The Blue team scored first as
inside linebacker Jacob Malae
picked up fullback James Hodgin’s
fumble and ran 50 yards for the
games first touchdown.
The White team scored its only
touchdown on the following possession as No. 1 quarterback Carl
Dean teamed up with wide receiver David Doyle on a 17-yard touchdown pass.
Place kicker Jow Furlow added
an extra point and two field goals
of 48 and 27 yards to give the
White a 13-7 second 9uarter lead
that stood until the 0 Dell touchdown pass.
Dean was 9 for 25 passing for
113 yards and a touchdown and
O’Dell was 6 for 14 for 92 yards
and a touchdown. Wide receiver
Windrell Hayes, who had the
game’s longest run of 56 yards, led
all pass receivers with three receptions for 47 yards. Halfback Carlos
Meeks was the leading ball carrier
with 34 yards on nine carries.
The spring game masked the
conclusion of the SISl. ,pring
practice season.

Golfers
ranked
No. 2

Spartan Dail, Stall Report
t Mien’s
and
I In
1:c I .
Oklahoma State buS Of teams
maintained their leads in the
Rolex Team Rankings administered by the College Golf
Foundation.
Vibeke Stensrud of SJSU moved
past teammate Janice Moodie for
top billing in the Rolex/Nicholas
Women’s Individual Rankings, but
Brad Elder of Texas held on to his
lead over Tiger Woods of Stanford
on the men’s side.
The Bruins saw their lead
shrink to just six points over the
No. 2 Spartans.

SPARI AN DAILY FILE PHOTO

Spartan hopes for playoffs gone
Spartan Daily Staff Report
The Spartan baseball team lost three
games in a row to University of California,
Santa Barbara this weekend, dashing any
hope of them making the Big West
Conference playoffs.
SJSU needed to sweep the Gauchos, who
led the Spartans by font games before the
three-game series, in order to have a chance
to squeak into the fourth playoff spot.
In game one on Friday, UCSB narrowly
beat the Spartans, 6-5. The Gauchos came
from a 0-5 deficit, scoring four runs in the
bottom of the sixth inning and the go-ahead
runs in the bottom of the eighth.
Although the Spartans nearly matched

the Gauchos’ 11 hits with 10 of its own,
three coming from second baseman Patrick
Walsh, they couldn’t come up with the two
runs they needed in the ninth inning.
Game-one pitcher Justin Farias chalked
up his fifth loss of the season bringing his
record to 3-5.
UCSB trounced the Spartans in game two
18-7, despite a two-run homer by SJSU’s
Robert Berns, his ninth for the season, and a
home run by John Misplay, his second.
Patrick Walsh also drove in two runs with a
double.
The loss went to SJSU pitcheriason Davis
making his record 5-3.
SJSU lost the third and final game on

Sunday 18-11 in front of a crowd of nearly
600 fans.
It seemed as though the Spartans were
under fire as UCSB pitcher Seth Bean hit
Spartan batters three times. Center fielder
John Alciati was hit twice and Walsh once.
Spartan pitcher Jason Davis earned his
second loss of the weekend.
The Spartans have four regular season
games remaining and one make-up game
against Cal State Fullerton on Wednesday,
which was rained-out earlier this year.
After that game, they meet Long Beach
State at 7 p.m. this Friday at SJSU s Muni
Stadium.

Sharks need to find the missing unity
64

BECK! BELL
The outside view

I don’t know that much

about hockey, but I do know that
a winning team has to at least
want to win. ... A winning team
has to have management that
puts talent and coaching ahead
of money.

There’s been a lot of speculation about what
happened to the Sharks this season, but I don’t
think anyone really knows the answer.
I sat in on close to a dozen games, only two
of which they won, and the Sharks I saw in
their winning mode were vastly different from
the Sharks who let mediocre, unchallenging
teams walk away with embarrassing point totals. just can’t afford to pay for real talent.
I expect we will lose Owen Nolan to the
I don’t know that much about hockey, but I
do know that a winning team has to at least same kind of greedy thinking that has blessed
the Florida Panthers with Sheppard’s wellwant to win.
I also know that a winning team has to have appreciated goal-scoring talents.
Perhaps it is this money-hungry philosophy
management that puts talent and coaching
that has indirectly impacted this season’s qualiahead of money.
I don’t think the Sharks had either of those ty of playing.
We already know the Sharks can play a
qualifications, and that’s what hurt them.
The Sharks have the highest priced tickets in decent game of hockey. They proved it when,
the NHL, and they sell out every game. I have a toward the end of the season, they defeated
hard time believing the common excuse I hear the Stanley Cup contending Detroit Red
for Sharks’ management’s poorly thought-out Wings. They proved it on several different
decision to trade Ray Sheppard; that the team occasions by embarrassing equally powerful

teams in high-scoring gallICS.
But for some reason, they could not find the
incentive to win all season.
In a way, though, it’s almost understandable.
How much team cohesion could the Sharks
have when players are coming and going at an
unprecedented rate?
How much confidence could they have in their
own abilities when it is so apparent that management is more concerned about selling out
games than it is about building a contending
hockey team?
I’m not so sure that sell-out games will continue to be the norm for our sad little franchise if this managerial philosophy does not
change.
Even I was a bit weary at the end of this
pathetic season; and I am pretty new to the
sport. I’m still getting used to all of the energy
17,000 people can create when packed into
one giant room.
I expect I will return to the Arena next season, and I hope that energy turns a little more
positive.
But during the off-season, management and
coaching are going to have to spend a lot of
time thinking about where they went wrong,
abandoning their money-driven philosophy
about what makes a great NHL franchise and
working on developing the player confidence
the Sharks will need to turn around the losing
streak that plagued them all season.
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CAMPUS CLUBS
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB.
Ego), learnrg atout Insh. Scottish.
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
culture. For more information.
call Kelt), at (408)927-7925.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FAST FUNDRAISER Raw $500 in 5
davs-Creeks. Groups, (Its. rnolseted
individuals Fast. easy- No financial
obligation I 800-862-1960 ercL33.
STUDENT DOITAL PLAN
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% -60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

SHARED HOUSING
LARGE ROOM FOR RENT, 1.15X19,
near SJSU. PrIvate bath, large
closet, washer & dryer. $500/mo.
Call Robin 2839150. Avail 5/1.

FOR RENT
2 BR/1BA 571 S. 7th, 8700/mo.
2 blocks from Event Center. Free
cable TV and parking. No smokers
or pets. 268-0439.
CHARMING CLASSIC 1 BR for
dean, cud. sax, & frobeny resealsible adult. 8600/mon:Lep. Avail 6/1
Sngle occupancy. 551-553 So. 64:14
St. 4925828 or 292-3239, Uoyd.
STUDIOS FOR RENT $295/MO.
Shared Rooms for $175/mo.
Rent Includes Utilities.
Across fron SJSU, Parking
Pool/Fuzzball Tables, Arcade
Big Screen, Meal Plan Avail.
Call Alaric 286-6058
or Powell 297-4823.
2 DORM. APNVIWIENT 8800/M13.
Seri ,rity type buliding
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

FOR SALE
DESORAMBLER-MO.ST SYSTEMS
or picture-in -picture on any TV.
408581-2380. Lv. msg. anytime.

COMPUTERS ETC.
FOR SALE
$S WE PAY TOP CASH $S
For Old/Used Computer
Memory & CPU’s.
We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1-800-808-8356.

EMPLOYMENT
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED.
THE SPARTAN DAILY is accepting
apdications for Fall ’96 semester.
HOURS: 7am - 9am.
DAYS: Monday. Friday.
PAY: $10.00/clay paid monthly
DUTIES: Deliver the Spartan
Daily to distribution locations on
campus & recycle old newspapers
into the campus recycling bins.
CA License & DMV printout is
required, if hired. Apply at the
Spartan Daily, Dwight Bente Hall,
Room. 203, now through May 12.
VALET PARKERS P/T, nights &
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos area. Must have min. 1
year customer service experience,
& desire to serve people. Polite.
well groomed, and professional
attitude only. 20 yrs+. $5.50/hr.
+ tips. Call Mike, 415/546-1747.
AUNTIE ANNE’S PRETZELS Oakridge Mall. Position open for
shift manager. Flex hours. Call
George 229-2008.
HEAD UFEGUARD/
ASSISTANT POOL MANAGER:
June 24-Aug. 16 Salary $9 00
per hr. Cali Los Gatos -Saratoga
Recreation Dept.. 354-8700a26
MAINTENANCE
Health Club in Los Gatos has
openings on Tues. and Wed.
mornings. Shifts are eight hours
and begin at 5am. Send resume
or call 356-2136.
AS Adventures needs Issetructore
for our Fall ’96 Massage Therapy
and Self Defense courses. Martial
Arts okay. Cert/Exp necessary.
Pease call 924-6218.
FAMILY HEALTH CLUB in Los
Gatos has openings for Fitness
Center, Front Desk & Chuldcare.
Wages & shifts vary depending
on department. Apply in person
356-2136.
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
wantedCity of S.J. $9.52/hr,
30+hrs/wk. Anti-Graffiti Program.
Fax resume to 298-7020, or call
for more info. 277-3208.
FRESHERS LEMONADE
Flexible hours available
408-7345204
tpcal Amusement Pee/Stadiums
SWIM INSTRUCTORS - Family
health club in Los Gatos Is
seeking experienced swim
instructors for immediate
openings. WSI or YMCA Inst.
certification, CPR, First Aid, &
Lifeguard Training certifications
are required. Apply in person.
Call 3564138 for Info.

SKILLS INSTRUCTOR Teach
Independent Living Skills to
Developmentally Disabled Adults
in the community Most have Me
desire to impart knowledge and
develop working relationships.
Spanish speaking preferred. Car
with insurance helpful. $7.21/hr
to start, with benefits at full time.
2030/hrs per week.

Phone: 924-3277 FAX:

OFFICE ASSISTANT provide
administrative support for daily
planning of events, meetings, and
conferences held in the Student
Union. Knowledge of Word Perfect
Excel. must be organized & able
to work with the public. Contact
the Student Union Directors Office
9-5, call 924-6310.

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTORS
POOL MANAGER:
$10.00 $18.00 per hour
June 24-Aug. 16. Salary $10.60 Call Kym at 408.245-SWIM.
$13.00. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga
Recreation Dept.. 354-8700 x26. IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Youth
Sports Instructor, Lifeguards.
DAY CAMP DIRECTORS/Asst. SUMMER OPENINGS: Lifeguards.
Leader. Call 370-1877 or apply in 9rem Instrudors, Camp Counselors,
person at Southwest YMCA. and Sports Camp Instructors.
13500 Quito Rd. Saratoga.
Accepting applications at the
South Valley Family YMCA. 5632
SHERATON SAN JOSE
Santa Teresa Blvd. San Jose, CA.
is now seeking candidates
for the following positions.
NEED EXTRA 888 when you’re
FRONT DESK:
not in class? To the tune of $90 a
Guest Service Agent
day? Then we need you!! Join the
PBX Operator
team at Alum Rock Elem. School
Bali Person
Dist. as a sub teacher. Min req:
HOUSEKEEPING:
BA, Passing Score on CREST.
Guest Room Attendant
Emergency Cred & Great Attitude.
Bil. Span. preferred. Contact:
House Person
FAX Resume to 9431707 or
Heather Barrios, Sub Coord. 258,
*Apply in Person:
4923 ext 252. Alum Rock Dist,
1801 Barber Lx. Milpitas.
2932 Gay Ave. San Jose CA 95127.
Job Hotline 9430600. ext. 151.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
MARKETING ENVIRONMENTAL
We need 3 individuals willing to
WANTED. SAND & ORCHESTRA work hard for above average
Instilment Salespescn. Looking for income. Part-time, Full-time.
someone with retail experience, 408-988-1760.
knowledge of band & orchestra
instruments. Bilingual a plus. Call RETAIL INVENTORY COUNTERS
The Starving Musician 5549041. Must be dependable & have own
transportation. Enjoy flexible hours
TEACHERS/AIDES Full time and by working around your schedule.
part time positions avail. immed. Learn new skills. Benefits and
for two preschools in South San advancement opportunities.
Jose area. Teachers: Child Center Please call Washington Inventory
permit preferred & 12 units ECE Service at 408/294-8196.
required. Aides: units not req. Call
Growth & Opportunity 779-1943.
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
DANCE/DRAMA/ART specallets
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Too many benefits to list!
needed for fine art day camp. Call
370-1877 for info or apply in per- Ceti, Swing Grave Shifts, F/T&P/T.
son at Southwest YMCA, 13500 Cat or KO in person tikri.Sun
Quito Rd. Saratoga.
408-286-5880.5550 Medan he.
btwn San Cabs end Pakmoor,
WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTOR:
behind the Card and Party Stcre.
June 24-Aug. 16. Salary $7.44$9.04 /hr. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga
JOBS JOBS JOBS
Borg-Warner Protective Service
Recreation Dept., 354-8700x26.
FLEXIBLE HOURS
FT/PT/Weekends only
CUSTODIAN 20 hours a week.
$7-59
Must be reliable and flexible.
Starting $6. General custodial
Unarmed security officers
Prestigious client sites
duties. Contact the Student Union
Medical Benefits
Directors Office 9.5.924-6310.
Training/Uniforms provided
Military experience a plus
SWIM INSTRUCTORS/UFEGUARDS
wanted. A private club is looking CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE
1-800-385-9419
for responsible, qualified swim
or apply in person
instructors and lifeguards. The
primary responsibility of the 591W. Hamilton @ San Tcovas Exp
Campbell. CA (408)378-9760
instructor is to teach group swim
lesson for ages 6 months & up. The eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace.
primary responsibilities of the life
guard is the safety of all patrons $ Cruise Ships Hiring! Students
in the pool area and to uphold the Needed $$$+Free Travel (Europe.
club rules. Previous experience is Caribbean, Hawaill) Seasonal/
preferred, however not required. Permanent. No exper. necessary.
All employees must be certified Guide. 919-929-4398 ed. C1131.
in First Aid. CPR, and Lifeguarding.
Instructors must be WS! certified. COLLEGE STUDENT "TO DO" LIST
Salary is based upon experience, _Register for class _Roommate
starting at $6.00 an hour. Hours _Place to love _Student loan _Buy
range from 8:30am to 9:00pm books _F1ND A JOBII _Strike
daily. Call 249.5699.
up a conversation with that nice
looking person I met at registration.
We can’t help you with everyPT RECEFTIONIST for bus comm.
company. Must be professional, thing but we may be able to help
self-motivated, eager to learn, you with a job.
multi-tasked, reliable! Hours are
Would you like a position that
8:00am to 1:30pm, Mon. thru Fri. will compliment your class schedule?
Positions available throughout San
Call Brinda 277-0700.
Joie. Sala 088. Fremcnt &Milprtas.
VANGUARD
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES in
SECURITY SERVICES
telecommunications marketing.
Apply M-F 8am.5pm.
Highly motivated people move
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
ahead quickly in this exciting
network marketing approach. Join
comer Scott/San Tomas.
the fastest growing industry, If you
are serious about your future you WORK OUMOORS WITH FRIEND&
need to check this out! Call John College Pro Painters is hiring
responsible students. No exp.
at 800-266-6245 ext. 33422.
req. $6-$10/hr. Work in Mt. View,
LA Hills, Call 415.4975434 ext. 2.
*CATCH 22’
Expansion in SJ area. Exp.
ADMIN ASST, PART-TIME, flex
No education. Call 279-1209.
hrs. Downtown firm seeks sharp
& friendly individual with excellent
START TODAY!
verbal communication and typing
DATA ENTRY POSMON
Are you fast on the 10-key? D3 you speed of 50 wpm. Must be detail
have proficient typing skills? Have oriented. Computer experience
we got a job for you! Great pay plus helpful. Will train. $9.00 $12.00
a tuition reimbursement program! per hour to start. Fax resume
Hours of shift: M-F, 4:30pm-9pm. to 408/9930759. attn: John.
Join a winning team. APPLY TODAY!
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING - PosiR PS
tions are now available at National
A Caliber System
Parks. Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Company
Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call:
897 Wrigley Way
1-206.971-3620e4. N60413.
Milpitas. Ca
Or CALL: (415)873873-1367
EOE/AA.

LOOKING FOR A JOB
Permanent
Part -Time
We are a small agency with big
contacts! Come in today, bring
your resume & tell us about yourself. We want to get to know you!
AVAILABLE POSITIONS:
*Administrative Assistant
Clencal
*Customer Service
Receptionist
*Accounting
Tecn Support
Sales/Marketing
We’re here to help you!
Call Today
CAREER RESOURCES
Personnel Service
869 El Camino Real
Menlo Park
(41.5) 328-6687 14151 328-4526
Temporary

ENJOY THE SUN & EARN & Assist
Downtown Assoc. with promotion.
$6/nr. May 610. 11arn2cm.
Call Michelle/Alex 0 2791775.

S40,000/YR INCOME
potential. Home Typists/PC
users. Toll Free 1-800-8989778 Ext. 1-2236 for listings.
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions with infants,
toddlers. preschool 8, SChOOI age.
Great advancement and growth
opportunity. Geed benefits. ’aimed
openings. ECE + exper. preferred
Call Action Day Nurseries
408-996-1437
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed h tie inmedtate
area. P41-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH MKTG.
5 FT/FT positions available now!
Rapid advancement! Training
provided. People personality
preferred. Call for interview.
408-244-4097.

ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate
Asian couples need your help
to conceive. Can you help?
Ages 21-30, healthy and
responsible. Generous stipend
YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS. and expenses paid. Please call
FT/F7 School-age childcare (6+ ECE) WWFC 1-510-820-9495,
preferred. M -F, 2-6 flex. Looking
for fun creative people who are DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
willing to make a difference. Our 129 year-old publishing comSummer opportunity also avail- pany. Southwestern, is looking to
able (childcare, camp. aquatics). select 8-10 students from SJSU
For more information. call Marie to work in our summer program.
Average profit from summer work:
at 408-3701877.
$5.766. For interview information
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE call (408)241-9903.
Part-time, am/pm shifts, flex hours.
Mon-Fri, Serving Downtown San
S35,000/YR. INCOME
Jose. Inner City Express. 22 West potential. Reading books. Toll
Saint John, San Jose. Apply in Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. Rperson- 7:30am-6pm.
2236 for details
SUMMER JOBSI HIRING NOW!
OPPORTUNITIES
6-8 P/T jobs earning $150 up to
$450/week. Jobs filled on first
come, first serve basis. Call WANTED - PEOPLE WITH VISION
People who want to be their own
408.249-8446.
boss, and set their own hours.
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS People who have a dream and
Elem. school-age recreation prog., plan on acheving it. Excel TENCOM
P/T from 2-6pm. M-F during the independent rep. Call Donald
school year. turns into F/T (or P/T) Gordon 1-800593-9075.
during sum, camp prog. Xlnt. sal.
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call ELIMINATE your long distance
Janet at 3545700(23. (Not avail, phone bill & make $200.53,000
school year? Call for summer em- weekly. ENTREPRENUERS FIND
ployment-lifeguards.camp leaders). SUCCESS! Make a call that
could change your life! Call 408$2157,000. My 2nd yew Income 4693731.
2 years out of college. Not
multi -level, just an honest 8100,000+POTENT1AL How to
make money. 150+ honest
way to make good money.
ways. $14.95 for book. Send
Call 800-946-1690. Free info.
check today: Robert Hyatt.
Box 2428, Percellvine. VA
TEACHER: Before & After School
22132-2428 Ship-Inc.
Program. F/T. Paid medical,
dental & vacation. ECE or Rec
units required. Resume to
Frederick Ferrer, 0 Gardner
WANTED
Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave.
San Jose, CA. 95125. EOE.
DENTAL PATIENTS WANTED for
CA Dental Board Exam. Free
cleaning, filling, and crown if
TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers. qualified. Contact Lai-Fong Lee at
Flexible hours. open 9am to 9pm 415.9295515 for more info.
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail. Transit.
Call Today. Work Tomorrow.
SCHOLARSHIPS
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
408.494-0200 FREE MONEY For Your EdurAtionl
Downtown
408.3642700 Apply for your share in millions of
Campbell
Office positions also available. unclaimed private sector aid. Cali
Scholarship Resource Services.
SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS
408-261-8676.
Day Camp, Sports Carp & Specialty
Camp Director & Leader applications FREE FINANCIAL AIDI Over $6
being accepted at the Central Billion in public and private sector
YMCA. Applicants must be ener- grants & scholarships is now
getic, enjoy working outdoors. available. All students are eligible
have previous experience working regardless of grades. income,
with youth & have the ability to or parent’s income. Let us help.
lead a variety of camp activities. Call Student Financial Services:
For an application or more info, 1-800-2635495 ext. F60415.
contact the YMCA at 2981717 or
stop by 1717 The Alameda. Sal brae. $1.000 STLICENTSCW3LARSHIPSI
$1,000 scholarships and vanous
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
awards sponsored by Packaging
and rewarding job? Become a
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
our
for
Scholarships available for
teacher or a subsitute
school -age day care program. Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
These are great positions for
recerve 5 or more job offers.
Starting salaries from $30k+.
students. Most teacher positions
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
are afternoons, *F. Substitute
Marcondes. Packaging Program
positions are perfect for those
Coordinator at 408/9243210.
who have only one or two afternoons available. Units in ECE,
IS 207 or CCB 200
Rec, Pay, Soc. or Ed are required.
Please call Small World Schools COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
at 408-379-3200 ext. 21.
We can help. Private money.
No pay back. For details, call
510632-0835 or 510-471-8667
81750 WEDILY POSSIBLE
mailing our circulars. For info call
1-301-306-1207.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

$ EARN EXTRA CASH
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900. M-F. 8.5pm

FOR

MAUL
EUROPE $289.
Be a lane flexible and save 55$
Well rep you beat the airline prices
Destinations worldwide.
AIRWTCHO 1004974098
airhitchignetcom corn

WRITING HO). Fast professional
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements. proposals, reports.
etc. For more info. please caii
Dave Bolick at 51.0-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mail.

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest - Lip- Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6.31-96.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621£.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
(408) 379-3500
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Electrolysis is the answer!!
I remove hair from any where
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
1190 Lincoln. San Jose. 9939093.
Mon-Sat./ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
All Students Receive 20% Discount.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose,
247-7486.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuatbn & spaces between words.

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Me Address
Days
Zip code
$13 Nvit Rai*
$14
Phor.
$15
$16
Send Check ct money order V
Spartan Deily Ciassifiads
After the fifth day, rate Inc...... by $1 per day. San Jose State University
San Jos% CA 95192-0149
Hrs1 line (25 spaces) 501 in bold for no extra charge
Up lob adddional words available in bold for $.3 each
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
Deadline 1000a m two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
All ads are prepaid S No refunds on cancelled ads
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines: $110
QUESTIONS? CALL (401) 11544277

PROOFREADING EDITING
& Word Processing
Get your Papers edited before
they are graded. A polished
paper improves grades
Free pickup earl delivery
18 years business experience
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
(4105) 2.414:11513

DAILY
CROSSWORD
answers will appear in the next issue

HEALTH & BEAUTY

NanoNAL Merv, RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Name

924-3282

CALL MARCIA 266414411
Word Processing Service/Fax
Editing/Format Specialist for
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
APA Thalia MIA
Grammar, Sentence Structure
Nursirvg/Soc.Wcrk/Eng)ish/History
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal International StudentsWeIcams AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
State Hayward’s Bangkok SumClose to SJSU Campus
Professional Word Processing!
mer Quarter / Discover Thailand
Theses. Term Papers. Nursing &
Tour. Under $3.500. Academic TOM’S Wad Processing Service Group Projects. Resumes. Letters.
credit. June 17 to August 6. ResumesSchop Papers. Flyers Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5 1.
Info: Julie Clark, 510-885-3538.
HP Laser II An formats, specialarg
Powerpoint presentations
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
Color output
grammatical editing. Free disk
VERY LOW RATES.
storage. All work guaranteed!
Call Today! 408-937-7201.
SPORTS/THRILLS
Worry free. dependable arid prompt
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. service. To avoid disappointment.
There is nothing compared to
Science & English papers/theses call now to reserve your time!
the exhilaration experienced by
our specialty. Laser printing. Free Can PAM 247268: isarn.gpm)
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated spell check and storage. APA,
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
Turabian and other formats.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
SJSU student owned & operated. Resumes, editing, graphics
Let me do it for you!
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
Resumes, Term Papers.
and other services available.
1-51.0-634-7575.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Screenplays, APA,
Cal Paul or Virginia 4082510449.
Dictaphone.
Pickup / Delivery Available
Julie 445-0707
NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
SERVICES
Resurnes Terrn Papers
COCHRELL’S
Letters Tape Transcriptions
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
20 years experience.
INSURANCE
Member of Professional
Low Rates!
Association of Resume Writers.
408/297-3341.
AUTO INSURANCE
Reasonable Rates.
Campus insurance Sennce
Call 356-6782.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Special Student Programs
Theses, term papers, group
Serving SJSU for 20 years
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now projects, resumes, mini amide
-Greet Rates for Good Dryers"
accepting students who wish to cassette transcription.* formats. "Good Rates for Non.Goco Drivers"
excel in playing guitar or bass. All Fax available. Experienced,
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
levels welcome: Beginning, dependable, quick return. "Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
Intermediate or Advanced. Leant Almaden/Branham aree. Call
CALL TODAY 296-5270
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock. Linda 408-264-4504.
FREE QUOTE
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
NO HASSLE
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
THE PERFECT PAPER
NO OBUGATIONAI
*Resumes
so open Saturdays 9-2
CRIME PREVENTION INFORMATION
*Research Papers
1-900-622-COPS
*Manuscripts. etc.
Personal Safety
Worked with SJSU Students &
REAL ESTATE
Home secunty
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
Vehicle security
Turnaround. 10 mirmes from SJSU. GOVT FORECLOSED nomes for
Child safety
All work guaranteed. Call Jane pennies on $1. De, Inquent Tax,
Consumer assist
from 8am-6pm 01408(937.0373. Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toil
information
Free 1-800.898.9778 Ext. 142236
$1.70 min. (9-min max)
HWAVMDFREMONPUNION CITY for current listings.
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
Wordprocessing and Typing:
THE CORUNE, Morgan Hill, CA.
Academic/Bus. work accepted
Bus. Pi.# 4086835723.
ReportsThesesMIA/Turab.
Expert in APA format 14th ed.)
Certain advertisements In
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
WP5.1/6.0 - Laser Printer - Fax
these columns may refer the
subject. Why suffer and get poor 7 Days a Week 7:00am-9:00dr
reader to specific telephone
grades when help is just a call
Suzanne Scott
numbers or addr
for
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former (510)441.0504 or (510)4839794.
additional Information.
college teacher) assists with
Classified readers should be
research & writing. Tutorial also WORD PROCESSING / TYPING
remlixled that when making
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential. Term papers, theses, resumes.
these further contacts, they
Convenient Peninsula location. group projects. etc. Free spelling
should require complete
Dissertation/thesis specialist. and grammar check. Typewriter
Information before sending
Samples & references available. available for filling in forms. Do
money tor goods at services.
Chinese & other languages you tape interviews of people for
In addition, readers should
spoken. Foreigners welcome! reports or later reference? If so.
carefully investigate al firma
For free tips, tools and ideas on I will transcribe your tapes.
offering employment listings
how to improve your writing, FAX machine. Notary Public.
crcoupons for discount
visit our user-friendly Website Will do one day turnaround when
vacations or merchandise.
at http://www.ael-alus.eom schedule permits. Call Anna at
Reg, ur e-mail: aci@netcom.com 972-4992 from 8am to 7pm.
tor
free
phone
consultation:
Cali
(415) 525-0805...ask for Daniel.
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Ad Rates: 3 -line Minimum
Ono
Two Throw
Day
Days
Days
3 lbws
$5
$7
$G
4 lines
$6
$11
$10
Mae
$7
$9
$11
Slit..
$S
$10
$12
$1 for each additional line

WORD PROCESSING

9

Please check /
one classification:
_Campus Cubs* _Rental Housing
_Greek Messages* _Shared bus
_Rea Estate
_Events*
_Announcements* _Services.
_Lost and Fou^d*. "ea!h.^3ea.,N.
_Volunteers.
__For Sale*
J.utos For Sale* _Entertanme,*
_Travel
_Computers Etc
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Ernposenent
_Word Process, c
Opportunities
_Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBIH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

ACROSS
I Dash competitor
6 Burglars target
10 Actor Shard
14 Unaccompanied
15 Module
16 Dalai I 7 Stnnged
instrument
18 Impetuous
19 Faucet problem
20 Solar spectacle
22 Comedian
Conway
24 Old soldier
25 Reduce
26 Setting
28 Copy a drawing
31 Unemotional
34 Task
37 - aye
39 Make up (for)
40 Alias
41 Pajama fabric
43 Colorado
Indian
44 Stove part
46 Want
47 Soak
48 Australian
city
50 Fast
53 Egypt’s
neighbor
55 Row
59 Mrs Nixon
61 Hot spring
62 Facial feature
63 Lab-culture
medium
65 Short-eared
mammal
67 Superior
68 TV host Jay 69 Nights before
70 Regulated (real
estate)
71 Whirlpool
72 Fender -bender
result
73 Jlqs

DOONMN ORM BOHM
OOMEINN BIZIO NUMB
NOMUUM NOU MONO
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MUM UNO MOIDIUMI
MONO MON ONO
MIXIGIONNO MON OUN
MOOMMON ER40000111
WO WOO DIANRIMUO
ORM DOO MOGIN
MONOM DINCI IMMO
BUOUNNOBOOOM
MHO MON @MUM]
NUR BOO 0121UNIONI
00012 LICIO @MBAR
0 1996 Umied rashes Synecet

DOWN

1 "Bolero"
composer
2 Rock musician
Cooper
3 Chills
4 Sign up for the
army
5 Farm machine
6 Certain
7 Actress Alicia
8 Clenched
hands
9 Set of moral
principles
10 Ancient
11 Wonderful
12 Girl friend for
Pierre
13 Engrossed
21 Growl
23 Iron or copper
27 Believe it or 29 "Rollerbar star
30 Sea eagles
32 "Out of the
frVinn pan -

the fire"
33 Far down
34 Mayonnaise
containers
35 Approve
36 Dick Clark’s
’American - "
38 Once more
41 Nourishes
42 Uplift
45 Wildebeest
49 Barked
51 Stop suddenly
52 Candle making
matenal
54 Unsophisboated
56 "Ale" star
57 Daisylike
flower
58 Outbuildings
59 Colorless
60 Matured
62 Direction
64 Cowboy star
Rogers
66 Actor Howard
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’That ain’t me,’ Davis told police in interview
Videotape played
for Klaas trial jurrors
AlmJciated Preft

The man accused ot killing I k Klaas
adamantly denied being lityoly,i1 when
first confronted by police. denouncing it
as a "coward’s crime."
"It’s a sick ... crime," Richard Allen
Davis also said in the interview with investigators. a videotape of which was played for
jurors Monday.
Davis would later lead police to Polly’s
body and give them a detailed statement

which
Pitutted to killing hi I
But at his first interview, hi it he
learned that police had found his palm
pi nit in Polly’s bedroom, he told a different story.
"That ain’t inv. It ain’t my type of criminal be hayior," lit said,
man yy hi told Davis about the palm
pi tot, WtlIt,tiii White, took the stand later
Monday to explain what led him to visit
Davis, his tot tot o-workei at the
i(lout its pail.
"If he Was is id, I wanted to know if I
could tell," White said, "and to see if I
could bring Polly home alive." he added
with a gulp.
it

White said at one point in the conversation Davis asked him if police had anything on hint. White said he pointed to his
hand and silently mouthed the message
that police had Davis’ palm print.
White said Davis indicated he understood but had no verbal reaction.
On the videotape. Davis began the interview, held two months after the Oct. 1,
1993, kidnapping, by combing his hair.
Speaking in a gravelly voice, his sentences liberally spiked with profanities,
Davis seemed calm. He sporadically waved
his arms for emphasis and, on occasion,
laughed, a sound that reverberated oddly
in the quiet courtroom.

At the time the tape was made, Davis
had been arrested for parole violation
only. Police told him they were following
up leads of people who resembled a composite sketch of the suspected kidnapper.
Later in the videotaped interview, investigators told Davis they believed he was the
kidnapper.
"The only thing I care about is why,"
said one investigator.
Davis denied he was responsible.
"I ain’t done nothing to be answering
no why," he said, later declaring, "I didn t
snatch the little girl."
At one point Davis stood up, telling
investigators to charge him and get a

lawyei
interview ended shortly after.
In fat t, investigators had found items of
clothing near a remote rural area where
Davis was stopped by two deputies on the
night of the kidnapping, clothing they
believed was linked to Davis and the
crime.
Asked about where he had been on that
night, Davis said he was trying to visit old
acquaintances but got lost on the way. He
told police about getting stuck in a ditch
and encountering the two deputies. The
deputies didn’t know about the kidnapping, which had taken place more than an
hour before, because it was not broadcast
on their radio channel.

’Patient Protection Act

Wilson vows abortion fight

Initiative gets double the needed signatures

WASHINGTON
(Al’)
California Gov. Pete Wilson on
Monday promised an abortion
showdown at this summer’s
Republican National Convention,
saying he will lead a fight to
remove the party’s platform plank
calling for a constitutional ban on
abortion.
"I don’t think it should be in the
platform," Wilson told a meeting
of reporters. "On a constitutional
amendment, which I do not support, it’s unrealistic to tell people,
in fact, it’s going to happen when
it IleVer Will."
Wilson is not alone. Republican

-We’r e
hardworking group," Costello said.
LOS kNGELES \
A measure barring
health insurance compailics hr iii tt Liking pi ofits bv -We’ve beet, before regulatory agencies, we’ve been
denying patients care got ticat I% tis ii e the number to the Legislattne and haven’t gotten very far. We
of signatures needed to pill it On the Nit ember bal- just decided that we’re seeing so much human
wreckage we needed to take acuon and this was the
lot, supporters said Monday
The Patient Protection Ai t ysi mid pi iii hit health most appropriate way."
More than 70 percent of Americans who get
management organizations ti inn paving dor tin s
bonuses for withholding treatment: outlaw "gag health care through employer plans belong to soclauses" that keep docurrs front telling patients called health maintenance organizations. Through
)s It iii fir tog the 1980s, double-digit cost increases were comabout HMO policies; and stop 1-1
mon; some studies show premiums have recently
workers who speak out about danger i us p Iii
"Just in the past five years in Calif, ilia. the quali- tapered off.
"I just don’t see bow they’re going to be able to
ty of care has declined rapidly," said Kit Costello.
argue to the public that
president of the 25,000these measures aren’t
member California Nurses
reasonable or necessary,"
Association.
said co-author Harvey
Supporters of the initiaJust in the past five years in
Rosenfield, who also cotive, including consumer
wrote the 1988 auto
advocate Ralph Nader, say California, the quality of care has
insurance
reform
health care company execProposition 103.
utives are raking off bil- declined rapidly.
"1 think it’s a
lions in profits while refusKit Costello slam dunk," Rosenfield
ing to pay for procedures
California
Nurses
Association
president
said. He predicted the
and medicine that could
industry will spend milsave lives.
lions to defeat the propoNurse volunteers collectsition.
percent
of
the
ed about 40
A spokesman for the California Health Care
830,000 voter signatures on petitions qualifying the
Association didn’t immediately return a phone call
proposition, said Costello.
The measure needs 433,269 valid signatures to for response.
Insurance company executives say such measures
qualify. It will probably take six to eight weeks for
county registrars and the secretary of state to deter- could push up the costs of their plans and force
mine if the petitions are valid, said Michelle Lee, a some employers to drop coverage altogether.
spokeswoman for the secretary of state.
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CORRECTION
In Monday’s edition of the Spartan Daily, Cinc:o de
Mayo was referred to as Mexico’s independence
day.

Cinco de Mayo actually celebrates the defeat of
French soldiers in the Battle of Puebla. We regret
the error.

governors
Christine
Todd
Whitman, of New Jersey, and
George Pataki, of New York, have
also said they’ll fight the abortion
plank in hopes of broadening the
GOP’s appeal.
Sen. Bob Dole, the party’s presidential nominee-in-waiting, has
said he supports the platform as it
is, and his campaign is not eager
for a divisive convention fight.
When asked if he would back off at
Dole’s request. Wilson responded
flatly, "I couldn’t do that."
The move would guarantee a
showdown with Dole’s rival
Republican, Pat Buchanan, who

has threatened a third-party bid
tailless the GOP retains a strict
"pro-life" platform,
Wilson dismissed Buchanan’s
threat and said he hoped
Republic .ins would come together
around mnne sort of "realistic"
compromise on the abortion
plank.
"I don’t think that Bob Dole as
the nominee needs to seek the
blessing of a lesser candidate,"
Wilson said.
The governor was to meet with
Dole later Monday in advance of
testimony Tuesday before a Senate
judiciary Committee hearing.

CHP: Border Patrol collision intentional
ALPINE, Calif. (Al’) Highway
officials said two people died and
19 others were injured moments
after the driver of their van intentionally smashed into a Border
Patrol vehicle, sending both vans
careening out of control.
The finding agrees with the
Border Patrol version of events.
It appeared to be an aggressive
maneuver on the part of the driver," California Highway Patrol
Officer Art Athans said in a statement Saturday.
At least 21 illegal immigrants
were in the van when it overturned
Friday on Interstate 8 in Alpine,
about 25 miles east of San Diego.
At least four passengers may have
fled after the accident.
It was the second fatal crash
involving immigrant smugglers
and the Border Patrol this month,

Twelve of the 19 injured immigrants remained hospitalized, four
of them in critical condition. The
remaining seven were released
Saturday to the custody of the
Border Patrol.
The finding that the unidentifled driver intentionally swerved at
the Border Patrol van was based
on interviews with the agents, who
escaped injury, and damage to
their vehicle, said CHP Officer
Phil Konstantin.
But the Mexican consulate in
San Diego has questioned the
Border Patrol’s version of events,
saying the van full of immigrants
was trying to slow down when the
accident occurred.
Deputy Counsel General Carlos
Felix said late Saturday that the
Mexican consulate had not heard
from the CHP on its preliminary

determination that the van intentionally swerved at the Border
Patrol,
The Border Patrol said Saturday
that its agents spotted the van after
receiving a telephone tip from an
unidentified Alpine resident.
Agents in a clearly marked
Border Patrol van located the van
and began to follow it.
After activating their red emergency light located in the grill
of their vehicle the two agents
pulled alongside the van and the
agent in the right front passenger
seat motioned for the van to pull
over. Both vans were traveling at
the 70-mph speed limit.
At that time, the immigrants’
van "veered left and hit the rear
portion of the Border Patrol unit,"
said Border Patrol spokesman Ron
Henley.
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What’s

your

start

page?

Is that a good thing? Maybe we ought to rephrase
the question: What do you use to launch your
online adventures? If you had MSN’s Custom Start
Page, all the stuff you like best and all the things
you need most would be right there, right in front
of you. Web links and search engines, headline
news, movie previews

even comic strips.

You pick what you want and forget the rest.
www.trivn.com. It ’.v all that and, ult

more.

www.msn.com/sjsu.htm
Our cool site is your Custom Start Page.
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